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IMAGING IN EMERGENCY RADIOLOGY: CLINICAL AND FORENSIC ASPECTS

Abstract: Radiologists are frequently faced with different clinical situations that may have medico-legal implications. In these cases, Radiology can help document all findings and is, therefore, of great value when medical-legal issues are raised, both in the clinical field and in post-mortem examination. The main objectives of forensic medicine are to document, analyze, and elucidate scientific medical findings in both living and deceased persons in a comprehensible way for courtroom presentation. This work presents several cases in which importance of radiological examination is self-evident. These include: foreign material into the body (body packer, intraabdominal metal splinter, aspiration of a foreign body), professional malpractice (inadequate placement of a catheter, intraabdominal migration of an intrauterine device) or intentional injuries (cranial fracture). Emphasis has been placed on the contribution of the new imaging techniques (Computed tomography, Magnetic resonance) which constitute the basis of the so-called virtopsy.

Introduction

The radiological examination can be a very useful ancillary method for the expert in both clinical forensic medicine and forensic pathology. In the clinical forensic setting, imaging can be the only or even the best evidence of the problem. Of equal importance is the anticipation of what injuries to look for in the autopsy, or to obtain an objective clue that could be related to the cause of death when the patient has undergone medical or surgical treatment prior to death. The new imaging techniques (CT and MRI) increase considerably the efficacy of radiological applications in forensic medicine [1,2].

This work presents several clinical cases in which the radiological examination performed (CT) could be fundamental for the courtroom presentation of the evidence in both fields.

Cases Report

1. Foreign material inside the body

A. Body packer: A 21-year-old man, known to have swallowed a number of packages of cocaine in the previous 48 hours, presented to the Emergency Department of the
Hospital complaining of abdominal pain and vomiting. A plain abdominal radiograph revealed a number of packages within the abdomen (4x1 cm), and evidence of bowel obstruction, that were confirmed by CT (Figure 1). An emergency laparotomy was performed to remove the cocaine packets. He was discharged on the tenth day without complications.

Unenhanced MDCT thus not only essentially contributes to the clinical emergency management of cocaine dealers, but also helps resolving legal questions by furnishing the immediate proof of ingested drugs, if any. The plain abdominal radiography is imperfect as a screening method.

B. Foreign objects accidentally introduced in the body:

B.1. Intra-abdominal metal splinter: A 45-year-old British man was admitted to the Emergency Department with abdominal contracture and strong pain on palpation. He refers that an unknown object entered his abdomen while working with a lawnmower. Plain radiology and CT confirm a foreign metallic object in the abdominal cavity (Figure 2). Perforation of the small intestine is confirmed by laparotomy and intestinal resection and reconstruction with T-T anastomoses was performed. The evolution was good and the patient discharged eight days later.

B.2. Aspiration of a foreign body: A 59-year-old woman visits the Emergency Department with chronic cough and, in the last 24 h, expectoration and fever. Chest radiography and thoracic CT showed an opaque segment corresponding to the left superior pulmonary lobe. Also, a hyperdense (~bone) linear image (± 2.5 cm) nearby the left bronchus was incidentally seen (Figure 3). A diagnosis of atelectasis of the left superior pulmonary lobe with stenosis of the corresponding bronchus was made.

C. Foreign objects in the context of professional malpractice:

C.1. Intra-abdominal migration of an intrauterine device (IUD): A 28-year-old Brazilian woman visits the emergency department with headache, fever, chills, nausea and vomiting. She had an IUD inserted seven years ago, with no further revision. She refers abundant vaginal bleeding that resulted in anemia. An abdominal CT shows a large irregular fluid-density lesion within the right lobe of the liver which was confirmed to be a pyogenic hepatic abscess. Also, an IUD was seen outside the uterine cavity (Figure 4). Patient underwent abscess drainage and antibiotic therapy.

C.2. Inadequate placement of a catheter: A 52 year-old man with a history of an epidermoid carcinoma of larynx was admitted to hospital with acute respiratory problems (shortness of breath) caused by an obstructive mass on the epiglottis. After the patient was stabilized, a total laryngectomy was carried out. Because of complications after surgery, medication and nutrition through a nasogastric tube were indicated. In the follow up a nasogastric tube in vena cava was revealed in radiology as an incidental finding (Figure 5).

C.3. Gauze left in abdomen: A 38 year old woman was admitted to hospital with persistent abdominal/pelvic pain after previous surgery. An abdominal/pelvic CT shows the image of a foreign body on the left side of pelvic cavity (Figure 6).
As we can see, CT has the advantage of exactly locating the foreign object and demonstrating their topographic neighbourhood, thus facilitating its extraction. Also, postmortem CT can help document the correct/incorrect position of tubes/catheters etc, prior to any autopsy and is therefore, of great value when medical-legal issues are raised [3].

2. Intentional injuries:

**Cranial fractures:** A 90-year-old woman was admitted in the Emergency Department with an open traumatic brain injury. The patient presented multiples incised wounds in the parieto-temporal part of skull and a depressed fracture with loss of brain parenchyma. Cranial CT showed pneumoencephalus, skull fracture (Figure 7) and a parieto-temporal brain contusion. After seven days in the intensive care unit the patient died.

Fracture distribution can be easily visualized and examined in a non destructive fashion. Also, it becomes possible to answer questions regarding the dynamics of patterned injuries and to evaluate their linkability to suspected injury-causing instruments even after the body has been buried. These methods can be used for forensic purposes in both living and deceased persons [3].

**Conclusions**

The application of imaging methods for non-invasive documentation and analysis of relevant forensic findings in living and dead persons has lagged behind the enormous technical development of imaging methods [4]. Imaging techniques are nowadays excellent tools for forensic medicine. They allow permanent preservation of a document of proof, whether the victim is dead and undergoing post-mortem decay or surviving and losing evidence due to healing. This method of documenting forensic findings is investigator independent, objective and non-invasive and will lead to qualitative improvements in forensic clinical and pathology investigations.
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Figure 1 – CT image of the abdomen demonstrates multiple drug packages in the colon.

Figure 2 – Coronal MPVR-MIP confirms an intraluminal foreign body.

Figure 3 – MPVR identifies a high density lineal image compatible with a chicken bone.

Figure 4 – MPVR clearly identifies the IUD outside the uterine cavity.
Figure 5 – MPVR shows the nasogastric tube following the path of vena cava. Incidentally, urethers can be visualized because of renal elimination of contrast.

Figure 6 – MPVR showing the image of the retained gauze in abdominal cavity.

Figure 7 – Injury caused by blows to the head. Oblique lateral 3D VR CT image shows a typical local impression and ring fracture of the parietal skull due to blows with a blunt object.